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J. Derks' Key Speaking Points & Comments o11 Issues Arising At
WCRC Hearing for Plan Change I - Miscellaneous Change N -

Sphagnum Moss Harvesting

if hydrology of a wetland site is not marked Iy altered, it can be expected its vegetation
characteristics will remain relatively unchanged. EcologicalIy this is a key criterion, and
provided activities do not result in significant and long term changes to a site's
hydrology, they should not adversely affect its ecological characteristics (neither flora nor
fauna).

Sphagnum moss harvesting is not a new activity being proposed for Scheduled wetlands
- some currently scheduled wetlands have a prolonged and continuing moss harvesting
history. This has not been to their detriment, actually the reverse. it is my opinion that
arithropogenic effects, in this case those from Sphagnum moss harvesting, appropriate Iy
managed, are compatible with retaining and sustaining what are being recognised as their
natural values now.

in absence of Sphagnum moss harvesting in many wetlands there can be relatively rapid
change in site characteristics. They undergo a succession, from exhibiting wetland
attributes to shrubland, and ultimately, to regenerating indigenous forest. Whether that is
desirable is not a concern - the point is that sites identified now as having certain values
(wetland), cease, in quite short periods, to exhibit those values. So, if the aim is sustain
wetlands and in particular those with a moss harvesting history, but also those without,
moss harvesting activity, appropriate Iy managed, is compatible with that aim.

From the submissions received in regard to the Plan Change there appears to be a
misconception regarding the effects of harvesting using current practices. Historical
harvesting and extraction practices were not necessarily conducive to retaining wetland's
natural values. Helicopter extraction and contract (paid by bag picked) harvest combined
to:

Encourage flexible picking of moss within an area, avoiding drier areas with inferior
moss presence and high concentrations of other vegetation e. g. Polytrich"in
coinmz, ne, Noriero species, fern species, Gohni'a species, manjuka, Coprosmo species,
gorse. These areas progressiveIy expanded, with concomitant reduction in the wetter,
more open zones supporting moss cover.

Produce no mechanical effect to remedy this change - any reinediation would have to
have involved hand labour or an additional mechanical treatment (crushing) post-
extraction, at extra cost. This seldom occurred, and the wetland area attributes
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changed with each subsequent pick of moss to the point WITere many areas of
foi'merly moss-producing wetland have become di. ier (altered hydrology) and
overgrown by shitib/regenerating foi. est covei. .

That has changed, and in conti'ast, current PI. actice of use of low grotind pressure
machinery and crushing of vegetation to at or just above water table level as a part of
harvesting, plus leaving an adequate moss cover as a spore or vegetative reproduction
base, ensui'es the wetland attributes are retained via 110 alteration to hydrology

. Ecological Iy, there is no reason in my opinion, why, a Resource Consent process is
requii'ed to assess the effects of SphagitunT moss harvesting in a wetland provided
appropriate standards are in place to Inariage ally such activity. The benefits of
hai'vesting in Inaintaining and enhancing wetland values have been and are be ino
demonstrated. In Iny opinion Sphagnuin moss liarvesting (if conducted as per proposed
Rule 7a) is all appi'opriate activity in a wetland that will not result in loss of ecological
values or functioning of the wetland.

Comment on Issues A1'ismg at Hearing

I have been asked to coiniiient on certain niatters arising through the course of the hearing.

Issue A

The BMXion Repori inclge 10-14) highlighis 11/01 Ihe of'eel. s tv"sphngniim han, es/Ing illoy
be niore Ihui7 11n'nor ttnd dye nio. SI OPPropri', lie!y considered on u cQse-by-cose bo. sis
ro/her Ihdnprovided/br us upermined dc/Ivi'o1 rule

Comment on Issue A:

Ecological Iy, pi'ovided the hydrology of a wetland is not Inarkedly altered, its natural
values are expected to be 11Taiiitained. This is a key point made by Buxton (2017, p. 11,
with ref. to Clarkson at o1. , 2004)' when he states:

"Key wetland functions SUGli as hydrological status ale largely uriclianged by sphaonum
harvesting. This is particularly important if wetlands are to recover. I-Iydi'o10gy is
probably the single most important determinant of the establish11Tent and maintenance of
specific types of wetlands and wetland processes.

(Buxton, 2017, p. v)' furthermore states:

' Ref: Buxton, R. (2017). Identifying the Environmental Eff^Is of Sphagnum Moss }Iai'\, esting on Wetlands
LQndcore Reseoich, Lincoln, New Zealand
' Ref: Buxton, R. (2017). Identity ing the Environmental Effects of Sphagnum Moss I-jarvesling on Wetlands
Ldndcoi. e Reseo, .ch, Lincoln, New Zealand
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"Traditional management has resulted in increased woody vegetation and decreased
sphagnuin yields in previously harvested conservation areas, whereas current practices on
private land have increased sphagnuni yields, witli tenTporary ITiinor impacts on
vegetation and wildlife. The negative impacts of harvestino are generally short term and
minor. '

Issue B:

The Bierion Repori disci{sses pd/udi'err/lure und Ihe q. ff'ecis of Horves, /Ing, incli!ding thoi
Ihe <. ff'ecis of holyesiihg conno/ be OPPropri'diely con!rolled d. s Q perniiiied ac/I'viol.

Comment on Issue B:

Nothing in the proposed Rule 7a suggests or allows for paludiculture as involving
hydrology alterations as a perlnitted activity. From an ecological perspective, my opinion
is that proposed Rule 7a conditions are consistent with protectino and sustainino an
existing wetland's natural values, while allowing Sphaonuin moss harvestino as distinct
from the moss farming practices referred to by Buxton' in his discussion of paludicultLire

Observations by Buxton that are also pertinent here are:

Buxton (2017, p. v): "Traditional management has resulted in incl. eased woody
vegetation and decreased sphagnum yields in previously harvested conservation areas,
whereas current practices on private land nave increased sphagnum yields, with
temporary minor jinpacts on vegetation and wildlife. The negative jinpacts of harvesting
are generally short term and minor. "

And,

Buxton (2017, p. vi): "Allow sphagnum liarvesting on Scheduled wetlands as a permitted
activity rtile with conditions. The conditions would need to be able to control the effects
of the activity. "

Key points here, from the ecological perspective, are tlIat Sphagnum moss harvesting
effects are short term and minor on both flora and fauna, and it is appropriate for it to be a
permitted activity, provided it is appropriate Iy controlled as in my opinion, proposed Rule
7a conditions provide for.

' Ref: Biixton, R. (2017). identifying the Environmental Effects of Sphagnum Moss Harvesting on Wetlands
Lo"of care Research, Lincoln, Ne\\, Zealand
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Issue C:

A' Ihe lise ofphoiogrqphs appropri0!8161 Mont!o1/17gpwi:Do. ,es?

Comment on Issue C:

F1'Qin an ecological perspective, a principal pal'ameter for' monitoring is site change ovei'
time. Photographs taken from established photopoints are a I'ecognised and effective,
efficient, and of particular i!riportance, repeatable, Inetliod of obtaining a benchmaik
status of a site's condition (vegetation cover type and density at coinniencement of
monitoring) and a subsequent recoi. d of and tracking of any change. If marked changes in
vegetation composition occur ovei. time at a site it is likely that othei' site characteristics
are changing as well. and vice versa. TITerefoi. e, photogi. aphic records from set
photopoints ale all extremely useftil indicator of change that can be used to monitor rates
of I'ecovery and structui. al succession in ecosysteiiTs. it is a Inethod that can be used to
detect both qualitative and quantitative change. Lucey & Barraclotigh (2001, p. I) state:
"Tile technique IPhotopoint In on itoringl can also be used to assess the success or failure
of management decisions based on the use of clearly defined indicators and standards. .. in
conjunction with other quantitative approaches or as all independent monitoring
procedure. "

The condition contained in proposed Rule 7a for a photooraphic record to be provided
and maintained is therefore deemed a pragmatic and satisfactory monitoring Inethod.

Issue D

Gunproposed Rzi/c 7tiprovide .sq/bgzidrds 10 pro!ec/ Ihe indigenoi!s biodiversity 1,011!e, s of
Ihe wedQnds, inclzidi'rig Ihe role of'sphogniini Ii70s. s 10 Ihe wellond/tinciioni'}Ig?

Comment on issue D

in Iny expel'ience it has been demonstrated tliat appropi'iately Inariaged Sphagnuin moss
harvesting sustains wetland's natural values, provided hydrology of tlie site is not
mai'kedly altered. The conditions in proposed Rule 7a provide adequate controls such
that, from all ecological pel'spective, permitted activity status with these conditions is
sufficient safeguard in ensuring Sphagnum InOSs contribution to wetland ftinction,
recognising that appi'opriately managed harvesting does not eliminate the Sphagnuin
moss, its ob'ective is to sustain the S haoriuin moss within the wetland.

' Ref: Handford, P. (2000). Native Forest Monitoi'ing - A GIIide for Forest Owners and Manageis. Foi'file
Consii/ling Gi. o11p, Ta\un, Wellington, New Zealand.
' Ref: Lucey, W. P. and Bai'raclough, C. L. (2001). A User Guide to Photopoint Monitoi'ing Techniques foi Riparian
Areas - Field Test Edition. Aqi!u-TeX Scienij/ic Consi!//ing Lid. (1993). Kimberley, British Columbia, Canada
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